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Steve Lawrence is a big man who knows that most leadership is 

lived out in the small things of life.  

Having achieved success in professional sport (1991 AFL premiership 
player with Hawthorn), held major executive leadership roles across a 
range of sectors, and been happily married for more than 25 years, with six 
children, he knows that character is essential to good leadership.  

Steve's speaking, coaching and writing are expressions of his passion to 
serve leaders - whether they hold formal roles or not - so that they are 
inspired and equipped to become the very best they can be, overcoming 
obstacles and discovering new paths in finding their ultimate purpose. 

Steve has lived on three continents and delights in discovering the world and encountering 
people.  

About the presentation ‘Make Your Mark’ 

Steve is an authority on the subject of leadership and the many assumptions, pitfalls and mistakes 
people make in positions of authority. Are we providing real leadership? 

Steve provides a fresh approach to the age-old question of how to develop authentic leadership. 
He highlights the vital role personal character plays in the way people are influenced through 
relational attributes. 

Steve Lawrence draws together a rich tapestry of stories of public leaders from history and 
literature, both ancient and modern, including his own striking experience, offering examples of 
leadership that will build trust, maximise collaboration and shape culture. Steve's presentation is 
geared towards inspiring and equipping good leaders to become great.   

_______________________________________________________________ 

Lyn Sykes is recognised as Australia's leading succession 

planning facilitator, having assisted hundreds of farming families 
in all states and now trains others in the art of facilitating farm 
family meetings. She is a communication specialist, highly sought 
after as a speaker and has featured on Prime Television's A Little 
Bit of Country, and radio programs including Bush Telegraph and 
The Country Hour. Lyn is also co-author of the GRDC publication 
A Guide to Succession - Sustaining Families and Farms.  

About the presentation ‘Reflections of Farm Family Meeting Facilitation’ 

Lyn has been helping farming families deal with communication and succession issues for more 
than two decades. She will share reflections from the last 25 years including the depth of her 
experience in farm family facilitation. Learning about the key elements of successful family 
meetings, and the struggles of cross generation communication. Lyn will allow time for questions 
from the group. 


